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There once was a day when I was so downhearted
I was so deep down I started to hit the floor
I was digging a hole in my mind and I would've been
like it
So the doctor said I shouldn't do that no more

Well all I wanted to be
(All I wanted)
Was in danger
(Was in danger)
And all I needed to feel
(All I needed to feel)
Was a little bit more
(Was a little bit more)
Yeah baby why do I need..
(So why do I need..)
A little bit more?
Gonna fix some rhymes that reminds me
Life is so fair
Life is so fair

All I wanted was some danger
All I needed was some danger

If lifes a bull you better get up and fight it
My head was heavy I nearly fell through the floor
I was digging a hole in my mind and I would've been
like it
So the doctor said I shouldn't do that no more

All I wanted to be
(All I wanted)
Was in danger
(Was in danger)
And all I needed to feel
(All I needed to feel)
Was a little bit more
(Was a little bit more)
Yeah baby why do I need..
(So why do I need..)
A little bit more?
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Gonna fix some rhymes that remind me
Life is so fair
Life is so fair

All I wanted was some danger
All I needed was some danger

Yeah the fleece and wines that remind me
That the pain is oh, so frightening

All I wanted was some danger
All I needed was some danger

'Cause all I wanted to be
(All I wanted)
Was in danger
(Was in danger)
And all I needed to feel
(All I needed to feel)
Was a little bit more
(Was a little bit more)
Yeah baby why do I need..
(So why do I need..)
A little bit more?
Gonna fix some rhymes that reminds me
Life is so fair
Life is so fair

All I wanted was danger
All I wanted was danger

Life is so fair

All I wanted was dnager
All I needed was danger
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